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Graphics Tablet SolutionsPremier Press, 2001
Containing 320 pages of vivid, full-color examples, "Graphic Tablet Solutions" is the first book to address graphics tablets, bringing new freedom to its users through the book's simple format and comprehensive topics. This book teaches users to choose, install, customize and optimize the hardware for their design needs. It covers how to...
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CNET Do-It-Yourself Home Networking ProjectsMcGraw-Hill, 2007
You may be thinking that home networking is so ubiquitous there could not possibly be anything new or different to do with this interconnected marvel of now everyday technology. You can surf the Web on any of two to three PCs, upload and download photos, fill an MP3 player to the brim, and chat with your friends and family via IM—what more...
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The ChimesKessinger Publishing, 2004
Anon, it comes up stealthily, and creeps along the walls, seeming to read, in whispers, the Inscriptions sacred to the Dead. At some of these, it breaks out shrilly, as with laughter; and at others, moans and cries as if it were lamenting. It has a ghostly sound too, lingering within the altar; where it seems to chaunt, in its wild way, of Wrong...
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The Art of R Programming: A Tour of Statistical Software DesignNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		
			R is the world's most popular language for developing statistical software: Archaeologists use it to track the spread of ancient civilizations, drug companies use it to discover which medications are safe and effective, and actuaries use it to assess financial risks and keep economies running smoothly.

		...
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Practical Application Development with AppRun: Building Reliable, High-Performance Web Apps Using Elm-Inspired Architecture, Event Pub-Sub, and ComponentsApress, 2019

	
		
			Explore the concepts, patterns, and architecture behind AppRun applications. With this end-to-end guide, you will be able to build web apps fast to the market with the low learning curve and high development productivity.

		
			You will learn how to break down the application logic into three decoupled parts:...
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The Traveler's Web: An Extreme Searcher Guide to Travel Resources on the InternetCyberAge Books, 2007
According to a recent survey by the Travel Industry Association of America, nearly 80 million Americans turned to the Internet for help with travel planning in 2005. The same survey reports that the Internet is now used for some aspect of travel planning in more than 75 percent of all trips. You can count on these numbers rising in the years ahead....
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Beyond Reason: Eight Great Problems That Reveal the Limits of ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A mind-bending excursion to the limits of science and mathematics      
      Are some scientific problems insoluble? In Beyond Reason, internationally acclaimed math and science author A. K. Dewdney answers this question by       examining eight insurmountable mathematical and scientific roadblocks that have stumped thinkers across the...
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Data Mining for Geoinformatics: Methods and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	The rate at which geospatial data is being generated exceeds our computational capabilities to extract patterns for the understanding of a dynamically changing world. Geoinformatics and data mining focuses on the development and implementation of computational algorithms to solve these problems. This unique volume contains a collection of...
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Geometry, Student EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	THE PROGRAM STUDENTS NEED; THE FOCUS TEACHERS WANT!


	Glencoe Geometry is a key program in our vertically aligned high school mathematics series developed to help all students achieve a better understanding of mathematics and improve their mathematics scores on today’s high-stakes assessments.

...
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Essential GWT: Building for the Web with Google Web Toolkit 2 (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2010

	With Google Web Toolkit, Java developers can build sophisticated Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) and complete Web sites using the powerful IDEs and tools they already use. Now, with GWT 2, Google Web Toolkit has become even more useful. Essential GWT shows how to use this latest version of GWT to create production solutions...
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Beginning Spatial with SQL Server 2008Apress, 2009
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 introduces new geography and geometry spatial datatypes that enable the storage of structured data describing the shape and position of objects in space. This is an interesting and exciting new feature, with many potentially useful applications.
Beginning Spatial with SQL Server 2008 covers everything you need...
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Professional Ajax (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Combining tried-and-true CSS, XML, and JavaScript™ technologies, Ajax provides web developers with the ability to create more sophisticated and responsive user interfaces and break free from the "click-and-wait" standard that has dominated the web since its introduction.
    This book discusses the range of request brokers...
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